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SRMG HAS MULTI LEVEL MEDIA PLANS

MEPA'S OBJECTIVES:
To encourage the widest possible spread
of publications throughout Middle East
and beyond.
To promote and protect by all lawful
means the publishing industry in Middle
East
To protect members by dealing collectively with problems.
To cooperate for mutual benefits with
other organizations concerned in the
creation, production and distribution of
publications.
To promote the development of public
interest in publications in association
with other publishing organizations with
similar objectives.
To serve as a medium for exchange of
ideas with respect to publication, sales
copyright and other matters of interest.

•
•
•
•

•

•

DUBAI- SRMG will
be expanding its portfolio at
different levels including
print, new media and digital
platforms, said Abdul Wahab
Al Faiz, CEO, Nashr, SRMG
while addressing at the Middle East conference of World
Association of Newspapers
and News Publishers (WAN
IFRA) in Dubai on Tuesday.
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“The media trend has been Abdul Wahab Al Faiz, CEO, Nashr,
SRMG receives a plaque from Vinchanging vividly, as a key cent Peyrègne, CEO, WAN-IFRA ,
player in the region, Saudi during WAN-IFRA conference on
Tuesday (26th Feb 2013) in Dubai.
Research and Marketing
Group (SRMG) will be focusing more on new media and
digital platforms, he added. “SRMG, a company with great
social responsibility, is keen on current scenario and has been
exploring new ideas that satisfy the readers” he further added.
Al Faiz also added WAN IFRA conference is a extremely useful as it is a great opportunity for a wide exchange of ideas.
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FREE IS WHAT PAYS : Say- 5
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While talking to Arab News, Dr. Mario Garcia, CEO & Founder, Garcia Media Group Inc, USA, said the print media in the
Gulf region has been performing well comparing to the
United States. “Here in the region, print media is still performing pretty well, but the situation in the US is different, it
is declining there, he told Arab News.
Dr. Garcia, an expert in redesigning newspapers and collaborated with over 700 news organizations, discussed on a variety of platforms, such as mobile, online, print and tablet in his
session which was titled ‘Print and the power of disconnect’.
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8th WAN-IFRA Middle East Conference 2013 photos

A panel, moderated by Peter Lamb, Strategy consultant from Florida, discussed the current
situation and latest trends in media industry . The discussion, titled ‘ ‘Middle East in 60 minutes’
thoroughly covered different area of media in Egypt, Jordan, UAE, Saudi-Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait.
Khalid Abdul Rahim, Al Sayed, Editor in chief of the Peninsula English daily in Doha, said New
Media will have a great role in Qatar as distribution of the newspapers will be in trouble. Within 15
years, the physical distribution of the newspaper will be difficult in Doha due to traffic jam and
congestion, then the people will have to depend new media, he added.
In addition, the paper will also create environmental issues, he said.
Other senior media personalities from the region, including Mohammad Alayyan, publisher and
chairman, United Jordan Press, Rania Al Malky, publisher, The Egypt Monocle, Mohamed Al
Hammadi, editor-in-chief, National Geographic, UAE, Madi Abdullah Al-Khamees, generalsecretary, Arab Media Forum, Kuwait, Waleed J. Kattan, director general of Okaz Organization for
Press & Publication, and Ahmad Al Hammadi, CEO for Commercial & Marketing Affairs at Dubai
Media Incorporated, also joined in the discussion.
WAN-IFRA President Jacob Mathew, made the presidential address, Saleh Al Humaidan, managing director Al-Yaum Media House and chairman of the WAN-IFRA Middle East Committee , Vincent Peyrègne, CEO, WAN-IFRA, and Mohammad Abdullah, managing director, Media Cluster –
TECOM Investments also addressed at the opening.
Eamonn Byrne, The Byrne Partnership Ltd, Kelso Roxburghshire, UK
gave an insight to ‘The Future of The Newspaper/News media Company’.
The event run through (Tuesday & Wednesday 26th & 27th Feb 2013).
(Among the conference sessions), Mohammed Fahad Alharthi, Editor- Mohammed Fahad Alharthi,
in-Chief of Arab News, Sayidaty and Al Jamila presented a topic titled Editor-in-Chief of Arab News,
Sayidaty and Al Jamila
‘Free is what pays’. The discussion (was) based on Sayidaty’s content
provision philosophy towards free content and its effect to generate more revenue streams.
Source: Nashr Net
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PRIORITIZING THE NEXT STAGE OF PUBLISHING
We asked three successful executives for a deep dive into where they are taking their companies—and why. Here’s what they had to
say.
With print revenues not returning to pre‐recession levels and tablets ushering in the era of mobile media consumption, publishers find
themselves confronted with a bold new business paradigm. According to a recent report from eMarketer, Internet advertising in 2012
will, for the first time, surpass print ad spending. (The research firm expects online ad spending to hit $39.5 billion in the United States,
compared to $33.8 billion for print.) Mobile ad spending alone is projected to increase to $1.8 billion in 2012, up 50 percent from the
previous year. Couple this with new opportunities in non‐traditional revenue streams (marketing services, events, repurposing content
for e‐books, premium content and paywalls, lead‐gen) and you’ve got yourself a recipe for reinvention.
Such developments prompted Publishing Executive to ask several leading publishing executives how they plan to guide their compa‐
nies into the future.
“This is an old story to us,” Bob Carrigan, CEO at business‐to‐business and consumer tech publisher IDG Communications Worldwide,
says. “The peak of print revenues in the tech media category was 1999. We have been moving our business to more Web‐centric, inter‐
active business for over a decade now. We view the move from the conventional Web to the mobile Web as a continuation of the story
that users and marketers are moving forward in a digital direction, and IDG is all over it.” For more details, we asked Carrigan, Asset In‐
ternational’s Jim Casella and Farm Journal Media’s Andy Weber to share some details of their core strategies and initiatives going for‐
ward.
Bob Carigan CEO, IDG Communications Worldwide
In recent years, IDG has diversified significantly into events, marketing and ad network services. The tech giant operates
200 magazines, approximately 450 Web properties and 700 events in 90 countries worldwide.

Publishing Executive: What are the key new directions you are looking to take your company?
Bob Carrigan: The short answer is that we are taking the company in the direction of our customers—both the end users and advertisers.
End users want content in a variety of formats and delivery methods including mobile, video, and via physical events, to name a few. It’s
our job to be there when and where our end users need us. Regarding marketers/advertisers, we try to be just ahead of marketer needs
so that we can help show them the way. We were the first to launch a comprehensive suite of social media services via IDG Amplify.
When audience‐based buying started to become popular in 2008, we launched the IDG TechNetwork, the most comprehensive ad net‐
work in the tech media space reaching 450 non‐ IDG sites. As mobile became important, we launched our Mobile@IDG suite of services.
As Marketing Services became more important, we doubled‐down on our Strategic Marketing Services group, which had been
around for a decade. I could go on and on, but our business philosophy is to jump aggressively into new areas and not concede any im‐
portant parts of the market to upstarts or [venture capital]‐ backed businesses.
PE: Why did you choose these new directions?
Carrigan: Again, it is about listening to customers. IDG is the leading tech media company, but the definition of category leadership has
evolved. It’s no longer just about great print brands and great websites. It’s about great services for users and advertisers, and this has
been the most explosive part of our business.
PE: What do you mean exactly when you say listening to customers? How do you achieve this?
Carrigan: … We have the end‐user customers who visit our websites, read our magazines and attend our events. … The methods for
watching what users want have evolved. There are lots of analytics, programs and software that we use to monitor Web behavior.
We have dashboards that show what users are interested in, what resonates with them, what keeps them on our sites longer. And, of
course, we [also] do traditional surveys. One of our businesses is IDG Research, which is separate from IDG, [whose biggest client] is our
internal clients. … [Research] is in our DNA; IDG started 47 years ago with IDC, which was our market research company. That started
before our first magazine, … Computer World. So our roots are in research, and we are extremely religious about listening to our custom‐
ers.
The other way to use modern capabilities is through social media. We have hundreds of thousands … of followers and folks that our
editors are constantly in touch with. Social media’s been a huge tool for us in terms of getting our stories out into the marketplace and
harvesting for new users, but also getting real‐time feedback from existing users.
On the advertising side, we have a very large field sales force across all our brands both in the U.S. and globally, so we can speak to
customers on a global basis. It’s very interesting because there are different issues in these markets. Mobile is much bigger in Asia than
in the U.S. We’ve learned a lot from that.
Source: Publishing Executive
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Just CLICK to register your visit
The Mobile Show is running in just a few weeks, 14-15 May, in Dubai, have you confirmed your attendance yet?
5 quick questions for you..
Are you looking to enhance your customers experience through anytime, anywhere accessibility?
Do you want to develop a blockbuster app?
Do you want to make mobile an audience opportunity not a revenue threat?
Do you want to know how publishers, broadcasters and content owners can make money from the small screen?
Would you like to use mobile games to promote your brand?
Answered yes to any of the questions?
Then don't miss the 6 FREE conferences at The Mobile Show next month in Dubai

•
•
•
•

› Register to attend for FREE now
Your promotional code: MEPA2
Join us at The Mobile Show and attend the 100+ sessions across 6 conferences, covering the hottest topics:
• Planet of the Apps

•
•
•
•

Mobile Advertising World
M-Enterprise
M-Commerce
M-Entertainment
M-Health
Register to attend for FREE now
Your promotional code: MEPA2

Date : 14– 15 May 2013
Location : Dubai Interbational Convention & Exhibition
Centre—DUBAI—UAE

The Middle East's Marketing Show

Social Media World

Big Data World

Loyalty World

Social Media World gives
marketers and business leaders
the big ideas and insight into
how to become a truly social
business.

Now in its second year, Big
Data World helps attendees
understand their customers
through analysing a vast array
of data types. It’s about creating order out of chaos.

Loyalty World Middle East is the
leading marketplace and ideas exchange for loyalty and customer engagement strategies in the region.

Social Media World is part of
an epic global Show, The Middle East's Marketing Show,
and part of widder global
brand bringing you highly successful events such as Europe's
Customer Festival.

Big Data World is part of an
epic global brand, bringing
you highly successful
events such as Europe's Customer Festival.

Loyalty World Middle East is part of
an epic global brand which attendees
rely on to learn how to:
•
•
•

Rethink, innovate and transform
Deliver world-class customer experience
Implement new systems and technologies

Date : 28 - 29 November 2012
Location : The Address Dubai Marina, Dubai, UAE
Date: 28 / 29 October 2013
Source: http://www.terrapinn.com/conference/engage-middle-east/
Location : Madinat Arena—Dubai UAE
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FREE IS WHAT PAYS : Sayiday Magazine Presentation at WAN-IFRA MEC
By Mr. Mohamed Fahad AL Harti—Editor-In-Chief
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Presented by Mr Mohamed Fahad AL Harthi
Editor-in-Chief—Sayidat Magazine
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MIDDLE EAST PUBLISHERS’
ASSOCIATION

Dubai Media City;
- Media Business Center, 2nd Floor, No 06
- 5th floor, No. 506
- Building No. 2, CNN
P O Box: 502038, Dubai, UAE.

Middle East Publishers Association MEPA
is a FZ. LLC organization with the motto of
building a society of publishers that will
think and act for the benefits of the publishing industry.
The aim of MEPA is to serve, promote and
protect the interest of press and electronic
publishers, whilst raising the future standards of the publishing industry in the Middle East.

Tel: +971-4-3916559
Fax: +971-4-3918019
E-mail: mepa@mepa.cc

WE ARE ON THE WEB :
WWW.MEPA.CC

